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About This Game

REVIEWS

“It's got enormous story lines and characters are quite unique .
 It contains some deep messages through fantasy stories.”

 – INDIE GAME S NEWS

“Characters feel alive and the game brings good old memories.”
5/5 – IRUGIL from GOOGLE PLAY

“The contents of this game is quite creative and fun! ”
5/5 – JEONGHUN LEE from GOOGLE PLAY

ABOUT THIS GAME
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CRONEWORLD is a fantasy-story telling rpg indie game.
It is a game about humans fighting wizards with flying robot 'CRONES'.

It's world has Eastern culture, Western culture, science fiction and magics.
Aron is a human kid who leads the whole story. The player will start battling

and recruiting team members as the game proceeds.
Whenever the player completes quests, new stories will be rewarded.

EMOTION SYSTEM
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Each character (crone) has it's own emotions like JOY,ANGER,SORROW.
These emotion elements will effect the character's power and the chances of
giving up the attacking. So the player will have to 'TALK' to the characters to

manage them constantly. More happy your characters are, more powerful
they will be!

TIME SYSTEM

There is a time in the game. The background image will get darker when it's
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night time. NPC characters keep appearing and disappearing based on time
and also concerts and contests keep performing every week. As time passes,

character's emotions and the pilot's hunger are effected.

THE ESSENCE OF '90 RPG GAMES
Have you ever played story based RPG games when you were young?

Then you'll feel the similar feeling with this game that you had when you were a kid!
Some elements you can find familiar and at the same time somewhat new.

THE STORYLINE WITH ANIMATIONS

Crone world is also being made in animation series.
They share the same story line with the game.

You can explore and enjoy the deeper fantasy world.
You can now watch them on youtube.

INTERESTING CHARACTERS
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There are interesting characters to meet.
Humans and wizards and all kinds of creatures!
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Title: CRONEWORLD RPG ADVENTURE - 1
Genre: Indie, RPG
Developer:
STREETCAT STUDIO
Publisher:
STREETCAT STUDIO
Release Date: 4 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Played on MAC. I haven't seen any problems to play. I have also boardgame version but I prefer digital one to avoid to calculate
enemy actions. It's hard to win, I've only draw in my best game yet.. Game stops running properly on mission 15 after the
ground breaks away, cant place any defensive turrets. Would be a great game if this was fixed!!. I love the premise of running a
tavern, questing to improve your town and attract more customers, as well as leveling up your characters and upgrading your
equipment to take on tougher challenges.

Unfortuantely, this game lacks polish. The actual questing and gameplay are very repetitive. Pathfinding and hit boxes feel
clunky.

It's been fun for a few hours but without a deeper story or stronger motivation, I'm not feeling a lot of incentive to keep
grinding.. It's always good to have more maps.. A hilarious point and click adventure.
Quick and easy.
The riddles aren't that hard but the puns and snark are fun.
If you like superhero parodies, dark quips that mock all sides of the political, social and cultural spectrum... then you'll get quite
some fun with this one.
Definitely worth picking up though wait for a discount.. Videoball is possibly the greatest ball based sports video game. It is the
Dark Souls of sports.. I really adore this game. When I have those days where just nothing is fun, I play this.
Its so simple yet has enough options to make the game play vary from fast paced to totally casual and there is no fluff to get in
the way. The small size of the binary makes it quick and easy to play anywhere too!
One of my top ten steam games.. Awesome solitaire game. The more levels you open up, you unlock bonus games like Mahjong
and other solitaire games. Well worth the price. Two thumbs way up. I love the Valentine theme of the game.. Really good
game, graphics are simple but very cool. Gameplay is fast and furious. Original concept, shame that not many people online to
play against.
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This game is a steaming pile of trash. Refuses to let me use my fight stick even though it worked with the game last week..
Math....you gotta love it..... This is my favourite Danganronpa game, don't @ me.

Please make more games like this! More Danganronpa spin off games please! and...more of the visual novels of course ;). THE
LEGEND OF DARK WITCH 2 is a steam videogame featuring hypoallergenic
washable graphics that cutaway the megaman chaining preference!

Just like the first additional one that is a overall really good game with a few issues!
But this one actually has requested leveling up system that makes this game
fun and easily accessible to a fine opportunity degree!!!

Firstly the soundtrack kicks battery-powered skinned butt with a claptrap
of booming sensational dancing beats that is both hothead and energetic
forever in my tangling soul!!!

The gameplay is a generic gradius twisted nonelectric pedal that is paved with
great enertaining flapsided dashing parts that are cranky and engaging!!!

The graphics are well velvet bunny noises of stash keys that snuggle a beautiful partial game
that never gets the wrapping justice!!!

The sound effects are typical just like a standard agave spiritual attempt
that makes the girl characters alive and present!!!

Its just like megaman clone but a closure to be better in some regards!!!

The bosses are hidden compartments of great difficult chamber challenges that
throw you off to think more clearly!

For what i played in this game since im just going to speed the tempo on this review up!
It is way better then the first one by a bag schelepping boner charming my mind
into creative galaxies of this so called witch service!

I give this game a top high roller score a 10\/10 pick it up and if its on sale!
Just go to the shop and upgrade to not be frustrated so everybody can enjoy this
finemanship masterpiece love the burrito master!!!
. A bit similar to "The Stanley Parable". There seems to be no purpose to the game. Just always come to the same NO FINISH
ending.
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